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THE OTITED STATES ANL THE COLLECT I Oil OF DEBTS
III LAflU AMERICA WITH SPECIAL RETOIEUCB
TO iAUTo DOIII1IGO
CHAPTER I
1IITRODUCTIOIJ
The policy followed by the Gfnited tates in the
collection of the debts of its citizens owed to them by
Latin-American countries has differed widely from the policy
of most of the European countries. The United States has
always been avorse to the forcible collection of debts and
hap never resorted to such means except when there has been
arbitrary wrong committed by those in authority either to the
persons or to tj.e property of American citizens. In case the
debt originated from a contractual loan, the United .'tates has
gone no farther than the offering of its "good offices", a
measure which has little influence if the debtor nation does
not wish to make payment. This policy is based upon the gen-
er: lly accepted belief that there is no redress when a aoyer
-
2
eign power repudiates its debts.
] ost European governments have gone much farther in the
policy of forcible collection of debts. Germany, France and
Italy have all used force to effect settlements of claims held
by their citizens against the weaker countries.
,
England while
asserting her ri
:
7ht to do so in extreme cases, has not interfer-
ed except when the persons of her subjects have been injured or
1. Eorcign relations of the 'nited States. 1905, ?. 535.
2. Moore, igest of International Law, Vol. VI, P. 716, 218.

the national honor Insulted.'* Fhis policy has upon several
occasions, when applied to the Latin American republics called
for remonstrance from the "Jnited States as involving; violation
of the Monroe ectrine. This doctrine as usually interpreted
does not attempt to prevent European countries from collecting
their claims
,
neither does it guarantee an^ -American country
from punishment if its obligations arc not met, but it does
guarantee that the government shall not be changed and no
permanent acquisition of territory be made by European powers
in this hemisphere^ This principle has been recognised either
tacitly or definitely by several of the European powers. 5
The difference in policy between European powers and
the Jnited Jtates has caused dissatisfaction to certain citi-
zens of the latter country, especially to bankers and merchants
ho have extensive dealings with the Latin-American republics.
The reason is easily seen. European bankers can make loans,
European merchants can furnish supplies to these countries
knowing that if voluntary payment is not made their orm govern-
ments will enforce payment* The United States citizen realizes
that his government will not enforce payment, that it will
tender its "good offices" but will go no farther. Thence he
is at a disadvantage in competing with his huropean rivals. 4
1. hoore, igest of International Law, Vol. VI. P. 716.
2. hoore, Digest of international Law, Vol. VI, P. 445- Fouse
.ocumcnts, 56th Congress, 2d session, Vol. I, P. XXXIV.
5. Latanel America as ' orld Power, P. 256. 258.
4. Foreign relations, 1905, P. 335.
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Three occasions in w ioh the United States haa inter-
vened, -. ill be sufficient to s ow t .o development of the policy
which is nov." "being pursued in the effort to jive satisfaction
to the creditor nations, to the debtor nations- and to United
States' citizens. In 1660 3 exican finances had readied such a
condition that France, upland
>
and Spain made preparations to
collect by force the debts owed their citizens by the ] exican
government. They intended to gain the co-operation of the
United states if possible but France, at least, was ready to
proceed with hostilities whether the United States approved
their action or not. ^ As a matter of fact the United states
did not co-operate but neither did she raise any serious objec-
tion as long as all the countries ./ere working together and
agreed to make no territorial acquisitions. ' hen, however, the
other contracting nations, having become suspicious of the pur-
poses of France, left her to act alone the United states made
strong representations to her that permanent occupation would
not be toler r tcd. Throughout the whole period of French occu-
pation no recognition of Maximilian's government was made by the
United tates. The American government, however, because of
their o n civil war, deemed it una&visable to do more than pro-
test. At the close of the civil war, the demands made by the
United tates that the French withdraw their troops became so
pressing that Emperor Napoleon felt obliged to comply. Soon
after the removal of the French forces, Maximilian's government
fell and he himself was executed. " Although the French retained
1. Bancroft, history of Mexico, Vol. V, P. 788.
2. 3ancroft, Life of Lenard, P. 423 ff

possession of I exico for jeveral years and changed the form of
government without active opposition from the United States,
it must not be inferred that the Monroe doctrine had been
abandoned, for t'.e government throughout its whole dealings
with Pranoe, although not mentioning the ] onroe doctrine by
name, yet maintained the princir->le, and showed conclusively at
the end of t!:e war that it was willing to maintain the principle
by force of arms if necessary.
In the first few yei-rs of the prc.-.ent century, the
situation in Venezuela was in many respects more complicated
than had been the situation in I exico. The Venezuelan debt had
ori^in.nted upon the brcaking-up of Greater Columbia into the
three modern countries, Ecuador, Columbia, and Venezuela at
which time the national debt of Greater Columbia was distribut-
ed among the three new conntries. The Venezuelan debt was not
paid or even decreased, but on t' e other hand it grew steadily.
Rapid increase of the debt was made, under "uzman Blanco, w o
borrowed large sums from "European countries, for the purpose
of making internal improvements and for the erection of statues
and public buildings. New loans were contracted by Blanco's
successors who continued his policy. Loans also had to bo ne-
gotiated to meet the extraordinary expenditures caused by many
revolutions. ^ The main creditors were banking 'houses of
England, Germany, France, Italy and 3-~lgium, in Europe, and the
United States and 3 exico in America.
Venezuela was torn by revolution in 1899, when General
Cipriano Castro, t e lcr.Ccr of the opposi'oion. succeeded in
1. Curtis, History of Venezuela, I-. 109.
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overt .rowing the government and g ining tho presidency for him-
self. Great Brit in, Gomany and Italy, the three powers most
interested in tho settlement of claims against Venezuela, had
for scverr 1 years been insisting: that some notice be tken of
their claims. This had not been done. Castro, who as the
leader of the revolutionists had advocated the settlement of
the financial condition of the country, was upon his accession
to the presidency, ex] ected to t.'ke steps to bring about the
settlement of the foreign claims. ^ '..hen he did nothing, Great
Britain, Germany, and Italy tried the effect of intimidation,
but without success. In ecember, 1901, the German ambassador
at Washington, called the attention of the United States to the
fact that no steps were being taken by Venezuela to meet her
obligations and that Germany was ready to use force to enforce
her claims if that should be necessary. He recognized the
principle of the ITonroe Doctrine by stating that Germany had
p
no intention of making any territorial acquisition."
On December 12, 1902, a 'pacific blockade" was announc-
ed by Germany. A few days later a formal blockade was announced
by Germany, Great Britain, and Italy, The German, British,
and Italian ministers withdrew from the capital leaving tho
business of t ; eir embassies in the hands of MT. Bowen, the
American minister to Venezuela. Iir. Bowen's position was rather
delicate for w ile he was acting for these hostile powers he
was at the same time acting in an advisory capacity to /resident
1. Dalton, Venezuela, P, 358.
2. Foreign Relations, 1902, P. 786; North American Review,
Vol. 177, P. 68, 87.
3. Foreign Relations, 1903, r. 794.
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Castro,^ who seemed much more concerned with the internal
affairs of t'.e country thrn - ith t}ie blockade and left the
managemexit of foreigh affairs very largely to Minister .'.owen.
In January, 1905, Mr, Bowen to whom plenipotentiary powers
had been granted by the Venezuelan government, net the British and
Gcrrarn ambassadors at Washington. After several conferences all
mr.tters, except that of preferential treatment for the blockad-
ing powers , wore satisfactorily settled. Mr, Bowen contended
that this matter should be referred to some disinterested person
or to the Hague Tribunal for adjustment. President Roosevelt
was asked to act as arbitrator but upon his refusal it was
decided to submit the question to the Hague Tribunal? Since
the matters in dispute were so satisfactorily arranged the
hostile powers decided to remove the blockade which was done
February 15, 1905.
The hearing of the question of preferential tre< tment
came up at the Hague in October, 1903, and lasted thirteen days.
On February 22, 1904, a unanimous decision in favor of the
blockading powers was handed down. * This meant that the set-
tlements would be made first with those powers which had been
hostile and that the other powers would have to wait for their
payment. Sanction was therefore given to and precedent establish-
ed for the use of force in making collections.
Although the settlement of the Venezuelan question
marks an adv nee over similar ones it was not altogether satis-
factory. The blockading powers had been to an expense in fitting
1. Ibid, ?. 795, 797, 798.
2. Torei-n Relations, 1905, P. 799; The Independent , Vol. 61,
P. 1472.
5. Kiffgins, Ha;uo Peace Conference s
r
P. 47.
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out their expedition, Venezuela felt herself humiliated, and
the creditors from the non-blockading powers felt that they
had not been treated f irly. An attempt was made by the United
States when a like difficulty arose in Santa Domingo, to
adjust matters so thc-t there vould be a minimum of dissatisfac-
tion. Kov: well the attempt succeeded '.vail be set forth in the
succeeding chapters.
>
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CHAPTER II
I
THE PROTOCOL OF 1905
The Dominic- :i Republic occupies about two-thirds of the
island of anto omin--o. This island is situated almost midway
between Juba and Porto ] ico. Its area is about twenty-five
thous nd square rules and the population of the republic slightly
over six hundred and fifty thousand. The soil and climate are
such that almost any kind of tropical and temperate vegetation
can be grown. The natural resources are very great. Besides
the agricultural advantages there arc many splendid mineral
deposits, good timber, and good natural h-rbors,"*"
It was largely because of these natural resources that
in early colonial days the Spaniards settled on the island and
established a government there. Since that time the histoid of
the island has been filled with warfare. At first the Spaniards
and natives fought one another, later v/hen the negroes, the
French and the English had come in, fighting was almost continual,
the combinations selvlom being exactly the same. After the gain-
ing of independence and the separation from Hayti civil v/ars
continued, there being no long period of peace until General
2
Ilenreonx bee me president and practically dictator in 1886.
There v:as a period of comparative peace and prosperity then for
almost thirteen years, when a new revolt broke out end Heureanx
was shot. This peace was however dearly purchased. To secure
allegiance, Heureanx had resorted to bribery in various forms
1. Hazard, :anta honingo, P. 3, ff.
2. Foreign I-elations, 1906, Vol. I, P. 585.
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and so many citizens were accustomed to pensions and governmental
cinecures that they began to feel that the country owed them
a living whether they worked for it or .ot. A lowering of
moral standards, apathy in regard to work, and a failure to
develop the resources of the country resulted.
Then in addition, in order that he might secure sufficient
funds for bribery, Kenroaux was obliged to borrow great sums of
monev and to grant ruinous concessions ^ concessions which
ha\cbcen very difficult to extinguish.
After the assassination of henrcaux in 1899, President
Jimenez, who had obt ined hi! position by overthrowing President
Figuero Who as vice-president succeeded Henreaux, made an attempt
to reform the finances* Strong opposition to 3 is presidency
caused him to revert to the practices followed by "enreaux.
In 1902 Vice-President Vasquez led a successful revolution and
was installed as provisional president. In 1903 Carlos Morales
governor of Puerto Plato revolted. Aided by the Horicista party
which opposed President Vasquez, he was successful and was able
o
to establish a fairly strong government.
",/ith internal affairs on a fairly firm basis, the pres-
ident turned his attention to foreign relations. Complications
had arisen with most of the European powers because of the
failure of the Dominican government to meet its obligations.
The national debt had grown steadily during the period of
revolutions .r-nd ray-idly during the dictatorships of Henreaux
until in September, 1904, it had reached thirty*two million
1. Foreign Pelations, 1905, Vol. I, P. 504, ff.
2. Ibid. P. 594.
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two hundred and eighty thousand dollars, —an enormous amount
'..on '.vc consider the backward condition of the country.
European creditors held clains amount ing to over twenty-two
million dollars, which were distributed among the Belgians,
2
French, Germans, English and Spaniards. The estimated revenue
from customs for 1904 amounted to one million e ight hundred and
fifty thousand dollars, the expenses of administration to more
than one and a quarter million, ] ayments due on indebtedness
almost one and three quarter million, arrearages in j •ayments nine
5 dollars
hundred thousand, m: king a total of almost four million/ to be
paid out of less than two million. This condition naturally
caused a great deal of uneasiness to those nations whose citizens
held claims against the government. Various expedients had been
tried by anto Domingo to remedy the finances but because of
political disturbances not one was given a fair trial. As early
as 1888, the collection of customs was placed in the hands of
4
t:.e ..estendorps , hi .Jeers of Anu..crdam, Holland. The arrange-
ment was unsaiisiTac Lory and was later discontinued. The Ganto
Domingo Improvement Company, a corporation controlled by
American ca ital, was given charge but their administration did
not suit the government and they v:ere finally forced to surrender
t":eir privileges.
The settlement with the improvement company is a fair
example of arrangements made with other claimants and for that
1. Foreign delations, 1905, Vol. I, P. 337.
2. Ibid, P. 302.
3. Ibid, P. 302, 3C3.
4. foreign delations
,
1906, .art I, P. 585.
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re r.son will be explained at some length. In January, 1904,
the Dominican authorities sent representatives to Washington
to arrange for a settlement."^" A special arbitration committee
was appointed and both the Dominican government and the im-
provement company were to file their estimates of claims and to
preprre plans for settlement. The final decision was announced
July 14, 1904. 3y its terms the company was to surrender its
stock in the bank of Santa Domingo within ninety days; it was
to surrender its rights to the state railways upon the payment
of one million five hundred thousand dollars ; it was to sur-
render the bond;; of the republic which it held, upon the debt
owed being reduced to two million seventy-six thousand dollars;
payments upon the debt were to be made in monthly installments
;
the customs duties were to be security; in case payments
should fail the United states was to appoint a financial agent
to make collections; the salaries of agents, arbitrators and
employees wore to be raid by the Dominican government.^ When
wo con: jder that similar arrangements had been made with
several creditors, we are not surprised that the government
v/as receiving practically no revenue, and that some of the
creditors were left without security.
Toward the close of 1904, Italian, Belgian, and Spanish
war Teasels came to Dominican ports in order that they might
obtain settlement of the claims held by their citizens against
g
the Dominican government. It seemed that action similar to
1. Ibid, 1904, P. 274, 375.
2. Porei-n Relations, 1904, P. 275, 575.
3. Foreign Eolations, 1906, P. 596.

that which had been taken in Venezuela in 1901 and 1902 would
result unless BOOS very strong measures wore taken. It was at
this tine that the state department at Washington cob led Linister
"Jaw.--: on at 'ante Domingo instructing him to learn the feeling of
the Dominican p-overnmcnt in regard to asking aid of the united
States." President Morales 'as in favor of getting aid from
the United States if a satisfactory agreement could be reached.
A formal request for aid was then made and assurance was given
that the American government would do all in its power to es-
tablish a business-like administration of finances.
^
There were three principal bases of agreement between
the two governments: first, the United States was to oversee
t"\e collection of customs out of the funds of which they were
to pay about forty percent to the government and to apply the
re:./ :':ider on the debt after meeting the expenses of collection;
second, the United States was to supervise the adjustment of
c la ins through an impartial tribunal; third, Santa Domingo
was to make no changes in customs duties and taxing system with-
4
out the consent of the United States,
On January 13, Captain Dillingham, who had been largely
instrumental in securing peace the previous year, arrived with
special powers from t o state department at . Washington. At a
conference held between him and President Morales the next day
1. 5f. supra. P. 7
2. Foreign P.elations, 1905. P. 298.
3. Foreign Relations, 1905, P. 294.
4. Ibid, P. 510.
5. Ibid, P. 303.
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the latter asked that the Amerioan overnment take larger
obligations upon itself, such as reforming the tariff, and
bettering industrial conditions in the republic. The president
also urged haste fearing internal afl well as external trouble
unless some definite action should be taken.
1
There was some
uneasiness felt in the capital and police protection was in-
creased. There were rumors S] read that the United States
intended to annex Santa Domingo. In order that the people
might know what was actually being done, the text of the agree-
ment was published in Santa Domingo even before it had been sent
.0 Washington.
In January 20, 1905, the first protocol was signed by
Minister Dawson and Captain Dillingham, representing the United
States and by Secretary of foreign relations Sanchez and
secretary of finance and commerce Velasquez, representing Santa
Domingo. There were eight articles, the substance Of which is
here given: first, the Unites States guaranteed the territorial
integrity of Santa Domingo; second, the united States was to
superintend the adjustment of obligations, the terms of payment
and the claims
; third, Santo Domingo was to be represented on
the arbitral tribunals; fourth, the United States was to take
charge of the customs houses end employees, to make collections
and to turn over forty five percent to the Dominican government;
fifth; Santo Domingo was to be allowed an inspector of customs;
sixth, the tariffs were to be reformed only with the consent of
the United States; seventh, the United States was to help
l. Foreign Relations, 1905, ?. 305.
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restore order, to help raise the credit and to help improve
industrial conditions; eighth, the arrangement was to take
effect February 1, of the same year (1905).
There was more or less dissr ti sfaction felt throughout
the country. oono of the citizens thomgM it a disgrace to
have to call in foreign aid. Others of a different class saw
that there would not be so much liklihood of successful revolu-
tion and the consequent administration of the customs for them-
selves, if the agreement should uc ratified. Upon the publica-
tion end explanation of the full greement, the better classes
were satisfied, but the lower classes and the discontented
politicians continued to be such a disturbing element that
Oapt r in " illingham recommended the -ending of a war vessel to
2
the island. J.onte Christi and Azua, two provinces which had
long been centers of opposition to the government and which had
never been entirely pacified by President ;orales, were especial-
ly restless and on January 21 were re orted to be in arm3. Al-
though this v/as later found to be untrue, danger of an outbreak
still remained. The other provinces remained comparatively quiet.:
The first draft of the protocol as signed by I.inister
Dawson and Captain Dillingham was not entirely satisfactory to
the "Jnited states government. Accordingly instructions were
cabled to the effect that the agreement would not be binding and
a new dr r ft was sent to ;anto jomingo by the stste department.
Jecause of the wide discus, ion which followed, the. second draft,
1. Foreign delations
,
1905, P, 311.
2. Foreign Relations, 1905, P. 305.
5. Ibid. , P. 313.
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with the omission of the preamble is given here:
"Article i'irst. The United states Government agrees to atter.pt
the adjustment of all the obligations of the Dominican Govern-
ment, foreign as well as. domestic; the adjustment of the pay-
ment and of the conditions of amortization; the consideration
of conflicting and unreasonable claims, and the determination
of the validity and amount of all claims.
"If, in Order to reach such adjustment, it shall be considered
necessary to name one or more commissions the Dominican Govern-
ment shall be represented on said commissions*
"Article .'econd- In order to enable the United States govern-
ment to render the assistance above mentioned, it shall take
charge Of the existing custom houses and those which may here-
after be created,, shall name the employee- necessary to their
management, and shall collect and take charge of all custom-
house receipts.
These employees shall be subject to the civil and criminal
jurisdiction of the Dominican hepublic.
The Dominican Government may appoint in each of the custom-
houses an officer for the purpose of making an inspection on
behalf of Dominican interests.
"Article Third. Out of the revenues which Shall be colLected
in all the custom houses of the Republic, the government of the
United States shall deliver to the Dominican Government a sum,
which shall not be less than 45 percent of the total amount
collected, for the 2'urpose of meeting the needs 01 the public
service, and which the Dominican Government shall receive in
monthly payments from the date of the taking possession of the
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custom-houscs by the officials of the Jnited States, divided in-
to four installment 3 in the following manner:
Forty-five percent, of the total sum collected monthly in
periods ending on the 8th, 15th, ZPA and the last day of each
month.
Article Fourth* The Government of the United States will app3-y
the 55 percent, which it retains toward the payment of
A. The employees of all custom-houses
B. The interest, amortisation, and installments of the
Dominican debt, foreign and domestic, in accordance with what
is hereinbefore provided, according as it shall be fixed and
liquidated.
C. The whale surplus w ich may remain at the end of each
fiscal year shall be delivered to the Government of the
Dominican p.epublic, or shall be devoted to the payment of its
debts, if it shall so determine.
"Article Fifth. The collectors in the caston houses shall send
monthly to the contaduria -general and the eparti-ent of the
Treasury st- tements of the corresponding income and outgo, and
annually a general statement which shall embrnce the total of
what has been collected and paid out.
"Article Sixth. Any reform of the system of duties and taxes
shall be made in agreement with the President of the United
States, and therefore the r resent tariff and port dues may not
be reduced except with his coiisent, as long as the whole of the
debt which the Government of the "Jnited States takes charge
of shall not have been completely paid, with the exception of
the ex" ort duties upon national products which the Dominican
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Government remains authorised to abolish or reduce immediately,
but not to increase s^id export duties or it3 public debt
without the conoent of the President of the United States.
"Article Seventh. The Government of the United States, at the
request of the Dominican Republic, shall grant the latter such
other assist- ;ce as the former may deem proper to restore the
credit, preserve the order, increase the efficiency of the civil
administration, and adv:nce the material yrogress and welfare of
the Doraiaicrn Republic.
"Article Eighth, The agreement shall continue in force during
the time required for the amortization of the debt of which the
Government of the United States takes charge.
"Article Uinth. This agreement shall take effect after its
approval by the United States Senate and the Congress of the
Dominican Republic."'1'
On February 7, 1905, the above protocol was signed by
Minister Dawson representing the United States and by Secretary
2
Velosquez representing San' o Domingo. On February 15 it vvas
submitted to the senate of the United States, President
Roosevelt making a strong plea for its adoption. In his
message the president gave his views :S to the application of
the honroe Doctrine to the Dominican quesiion and since his
inter] ret t ion called forth a great deal of comment^ the more
striking points are quoted:
"It has for some time been obvious that ti.ose who profit
by the J'onroe doctrine must accept certain responsibilities
1. Foreign Relations, 1905, P. 343.
2. Ibid. P. 325.
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along with tho rights which it confers; and that the same
st- tcr.ent applio: to those who uphold the doctrine. It can-
not be too often and too emphatically asserted that the United
States has not the slightest dec ire for territorial aggrandize-
ment at the expense of any of its southern neighbors., and will
not treat the Monroe doctrine as an excuse for such aggrandize-
ment on its part. We do not j)ropose to take any part of Santa
Domingo, or exercise any other control over the island save
What is necessary to its financial rehabilitation in connection
With the collection of revenue, part of v/hich will be turned
over to the government to meet the necessary expense of running
it, and p? rt of T.-'.ich ..'ill be distributed pro rata among the
creditors of the Kepublic upon a basis of absolute equity. The
justification for the united 3tates taking this burden and in-
curring this res- oncibility is to be found in the fact that
it is incompatible with international equity for the United
States to refuse to allow other powers to take the only means
at their disposal of satisfying the claims of their creditors
and to refuse, itself, to take any such steps.
"An aggrieved nation can without interferring with the
honroe doctrine take What action it sees fit in the adjustment
of its disputes with American States, provided that action does
not take the shape of interference with their form of govern-
ment or of the despoilment of their territory under any dis-
giise. But, short of this, when the question is one of a
money Olaid, the only way which remains, finally, to collect
it is a blockade, or bombardment, or the seizure of the custom-
houses, and this means, as has been said above, what is in
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effect a possession, even though only a temporary possession,
of territory* The United States then becomes a party in
interest, because under the honroe doctrine it cannot see any
European power sei^c and permanently occupy the territory of
one of these republics; and yet such seizure of territory,
disg.iised or undisguised, may eventually offer the only 7/ay in
which the pov/er in question c n collect any debts, unless there
is interference on the part of the United States."
The protocol was referred to the committee on foreign
relations which reported favorably but the senate adjourned
without having taken definite action.^-
While the Jnited States Senate was considering the
protocol, there was more or less excitement in foreign countries
but especially in the smaller Latin-American republics. Gome
of these became alarmed, fearing that intervention in Santo
Domingo was the first stop of the United States toward territorial
expansion. The larger countries, especially Chili, interpreted
the action in its true relation. "LAS ULTIHA3 HOT IC IAS"
one of the leading papers of Santiago, Chili, published the
following, "The United States does net wish any territory of
conquest for the simple reason that it does not need more terri-
tory." It gave Cuba as an example relating how the United States
gave her liberty, and states that the tendency is toward
"commercial" not "territorial expansion."
"Intervention," it continued "should be avoided, but it is not
a menace to government but to anarchy to peoples who have lost
1. Foreign delations
,
1905, P. 357.
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chnracter as civilized nations. Those who have established
governments, and hrve due resj-»ect for foreign rights, have
nothing to fear from the United otates. The terror of the
Iforth is only a myth if the oath does not provoke the l^orth
With internal disturbances or violations of international lav/,
or break its word in financial matters.""^"
J'.eanwhilo affairs were going very well in Santo Domingo.
President I'orales felt confident that the Dominican congress
would ratify the agreement and intended to submit it to them
aS soon as expedient.'" Provision had to be made for the running
expenses of the government while negotiations were being carried
on. I'.t. I'.ichelena
,
a banker of the city of .'Janta Domingo, agreed
to furnish the funds if the custom receipts of two of the ports
be offered him as security. He was instructed to take over the
ports of Ilonti Christi and Azua. The Santo Domingo Improve-
ment Company was still in charge of these ports but according
to the award of July 14, 1904, the united otates might administer
them when asked to do so by the Dominican Government. This
was now done and Mr. I'.ichelena was placed in charge February 5.
It was feared that Governor Arias of i.onte Christi might object
to tnis arrangement and revolt. He did make some objection,
but upon the intervention of Captain Dillingham, made no further
complaint.
On February 24, there was an attempt made to assassinate
1. Las "Jltima3 Doticins ouoted in Literary ligest, Feb, 11,1905
P. 197.
2. Foreign delations, 1905, P. 317.
3. Foreign Relations, 1905, I. 318.
4. Ibid/p. 332.
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President Morales. There was no evidence to connect the
would-be-assassins with the opponents of the treaty with the
United tates. She opponents of the treaty were greatly en-
couraged over the delay of the United States Senate to take
definite action but made no demonstrati on. * On March 14, the
Italian cruiser, COLABRIA, arrived. It was believed by many
t r.t it erne to urge the settlement of claims held by Italian
citizens against the Dominican Government. The commander call-
ed upon Minister Dawson and exyressed his satisfaction at the
steps alrecdy taken and the "nope that the convention would
g
soon be ratified. On L.rch 28, the vessel returned and the
commander, knowing: of the adjournment of the .Senate with out
ratification, was prepared to make peremptory demands for
Santa DomingO to resume payment under the Italian pro - L 1 s
which had been in effect up to the time negotiations were begun
between the United States and oanto Domingo. As soon as he
learned that temporary arrangements were being made, he again
expressed his approval. Excitement was great in the ca}:>it£,l
when it was reported that the Senate had adjourned. The revo-
lutionists were encouraged and it v/as feared by the government
that there would be an outbreak. The fact that the treaty had
been reported favorably by the committee and that it would be
4taken up at the next session helped restore order.
1. Ibid, P. 553.
2. Foreign Relations, 1905, r. 356.
3. Ibid, P. 364.
4. Ibid, P. 357.

—
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Sentiment In regard to t.'.e action to be taken with the
convention differed widely as expressed in the le- ding period-
icals, rhe l.'ation was strongest in its opposition. In the
issue of February 2, 1905, it ex-» ressed the view that the
president hed suffered a deserved check in his oanto Domingo
plans. "It is desirable," the nation stated, "to teach foreign
nations that Theodore I oosevelt is not the American Government. "
There is very little in regard to the treaty it- elf but the
article seems to be more of a per-jnal attack upon the president^-
In another editorial in the same issue the Nation stated that
the financial administration of oanto jomingo had been made over
to the United tates and that the latter government was send-
ing cruisers to carry out the terms of the agreement. These
statements were true only in part. Two of the ports hf.d been
t.^ken over by the United otates but it was in accordance with
the award of the Santo Domingo Improvement Company of July 14,
1304, and not in accordance with the treaty then being negotiat-
ed. These ports were then given to Mr. Kichelena as security
for loans which he had made to the Dominican government for the
purpose of paying expenses until final action sDould have been
taken by the senate. 2
TB ! KATJOU also charged that the state department had
no intention of submitting the protocol to the senate for
ratification. This statement seems unwarranted in view of the
evidence. .Minister Dawson had been given general and not spe-
cific directions as to the terms of the agreement. The first
1. The Nation, reb. 2, 1905, I. 81.
2. foreign Relations, 1905, P. 319.

draft of the protocol was not satisfactory and in the second
draft we find that instead of the treaty going into effect on
February 1, as stated in the first draft, it is to go into effect
after having been ratified by the Senate of the United States
and by the Dominican congress. In the same editorial THE
UATIOir expressed the opinion that President Morales played a
good trick upon the American government by gaining its aid to
keep him in power. The suggestion that the United States aid
Santa Domingo came from the United States and not from President
!!o rales as the statement would seem to indicate •
liuch comment was made by the various periodicals upon
the bearing which the Ilonroe doctrine would have U) on the
question. The French papers seemed to favor the view taken
by President I.oosevelt. The JOURiJAL DES DE 1 BATS said, "The
President's interpretation of the honroe doctrine will make it
more acceptable to Europe.
"
/j: The London and German papers ex-
pressed much the same view favoring the position taken by the
president and censuring the senate for its delay. "The senate
will not let the European powers interfere and will not interfere
i*B*if," says the FRAIKFUBTER MCHRICHTS1J. 5 The LOirJOU TIKES
said the arrangement proposed was in no sense a protectorate,
that it merely established the United States as the financial
guardian of Santa Domingo.
1. Ibid, P. 314.
2. Ibid, P. 296.
5. The Nation, Feb. 9, 1905.
4. As quoted by the Literary Digest, April 8, 1905,
5. As quoted by the Literary Digest, April 8, 1905.
6. The Weekly Times, April 10, 1905.
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J.ost of the American journals took the view that along
with our intention to protect our own interests by preventing
European acquisition of territory in this hemisphere, we owed
certain ohligations to the smaller countries of this hemisphere.
In this connection the HEW YORK TRIBUNE printed the following,
"Practically Santo Domingo asks the United States to cave her
from ruin by assuming a large measure of administrative control
of her aff- irs. This is a good deal to ask. It would be a
good deal to grant. But it would also be a good deal to refuse.
Indeed it might be questioned whether this country could afford
to refuse it in view of what such refusal might mean." 1 The
OUTLOOK has a similar article. In effect it said that we mu§t
accept responsibilities if we assert powers of restraint. It
then continued, "We owe it to American residents to see that
their claims and interests are not injured by undue preference
to other countries." 2
While several of the papers took the view that the
president's action was rather hasty and perhaps unconstitutional,
they were almost unanimous in the belief that the senate should
ratify the treaty, '..'hen the senate had adjourned without ratify-
ing, the papers assigned various reasons for their failure to
take action. The extreme views were expressed by the LITlihABY
DIGEST, which gave the idea that the senators were piqued
because of the hasty action of the president, and by the HAT I GIT
which claimed the senators took no action because the protocol
1. The New York Tribune, Jan. 26, 1905.
2. The Outlook, i'eb. 25, 1905.
The Literary Digest, May 25, 1905.
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irould In effect establish a protectorate.
1. The Nation, May 23, 1905.

CHAPTER III
THE MODUS THIBDI
The failure of the United .3tates Senate to ratify the
agreement of February 1905, left 3anto Domingo in a deplorable
condition. Foreign creditors had thought that they were about
to see a satisfactory settlement made. The peaceful law-abid-
ing citizens of Santo Domngo had been expecting a period of
peace and prosperity such as they had never seen. But now that
their hopes seemed in vain, conditions changed rapidly. Belgian
and French agents were very active and insisted that their
claims be met.^" Revolutionary feeling ran so high in the
republic that President J orales redoubled his precautions to
prevent an outbreak. The minister of finance seeing that the
plan for which he had v/orked so faithfully was about to come to
naught, threatened to resign. All signs pointed toward such
a period of anarchy as had been so common before Mr. Morales
became president. In this state of affairs, there was still
one hope left. Secretary Velasquez suggested that Minister
Dawson act as trustee until such time as the final action might
be taken by the senate. Accordingly Mr. Dawson was asked by
the Dominican officials to take charge of collections and to
carry out the provisions of the treaty except that instead of
paying the returns to the creditors, these sums should be placed
in trust in some desirnr.ted depositary. There was also to be no
provision made for the adjustment of claims* './hen Minister
1. Foreign helations, 19C5, P. 355, 356.
2. Ibid, r. 353.
3. Foreign I-.elations, 1905, P. 358.
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Dawson received this proposition, he replied that it would be
impossible for him to act as receiver but suggested that it
night be advisable to have the United states government to
appoint a receiver. This suggestion was acceptable to the
Dominican government and was enthusiastically received by the
representives of severrl of the more important creditors.^
notification of this plan was sent to Washington and on
I.'.arch 28, the state department telegra; hed Minis teat Dawson that
stops should be taken to carry out the arrangement. The three
bases of agreement were as follows: first, the receiver should
be appointed by the war department of the United States; second,
all moneys were to be deposited in a bank in Hew York City;
third, if the treaty should be retifiedJ the money should be
distributed among the creditors; if not ratified, the money
should be turned over to the Dominican government.
*
In accordance with these bases, an agreement called the
MODUS VIVIIDI was drawn up. The substance of this agreement is
given here. First, the president of the United States was to
select a receiver of customs. Second, 45 percent of the sums
collected were to be given to the Dominican government for
operating expenses. Third, the remainder, or 55 percent, was
to be deposited in a bank of New York City to be held until the
Senate of the United States and the Congress of the Dominican
Republic should have acted upon the agreement. Fourth, if the
action were favorable, the sums were to be distributed to the
1. Ibid, P. 358, 359.
2. Foreign Relations, 1905, if. 361, 362.

creditors in proportion to their claims and if adverse, the
s;uns were to "be given to the Dominican government. Fifth, the
Prtsident of oanta Domingo was to suspend p« yment on debts until
final action. Sixth, the agreement was not to change the rights
of creditors, Seventh, the agreement was to go into effect
April 1. * Since this was not a treaty nor a protocol it was
necessary to have only the signatures of President Morales and
Hinister Velasquez to make it take effect in the form of a
presidential decree.
In Accordance with this decree, Mr, George Colton of the
United States was appointed general collector with the power to
name his assistants. President Morales, realizing how important
the patronage of the customs positions was to himself, made
some objection saying that he, himself, oup-ht to have the power
of appointing minor officials. When it v/as pointed out to him
that the United States v/as responsible and could not guarantee
a business-like administration without the power of appointment
to and removal from office, he withdrew his objections. The
salary of the general collector was placed at five hundred dollars
per month while the assistants were paid in proportion. There
were several questions which now assumed great importance.
The first of these concerned the suppression of the agencie
of the French and the Belgian bond holders. These agencies had
been established in the hope that the creditors whom they repre-
sented m^ght be enabled to receive their share" of the payments
1. Foreign Halations,, 1905, P. 366.
2. Ibid. P. 367.
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made. They had been supported by the Dominican government,
receiving ten thousand dollars annually, Ihi government felt
that they were now un-necessary and wished as a matter of
economy to do away with them, at least to cease to support them.
The state department advised the t no hesty action be taken, at
the same time intimating that this would come up for final
action under the treaty. The Belgians t-nd the French were con-
tent to wait."1* The British legation brought up the question as
to the provision made for British share holders in the Santo
Domingo Improvement Company. They were assured that all were
w on an equal footing and that the improvement eompe ny would
receive the same treatment as other claimants, but that no
definite provisions could be ms de until final action should be
ptaken on the treaty.
Since the "MODUS VlVllI-I" was merely a preliminary of
the convention 01 1907 a2id since the transactions under them
were very similar fno attempt will be made here to do more than
give the general results of this temporary arrangement, the
details being reservedfor later chapters.
The "MODUS ViyiJfDI" went into effect April 1, 1905, and
continued until replaced b; the "Convention of 1907," which
went into effect July 1, 1907. There were many defects in the
arrangement but that it was sound in principle and that it
accomplished great good, cannot be questioned. Minister Dawson
in a report to the str.te department July 1, 1905, said that the
1. foreign Relations, 1905, r. 371, ff.
2. Ibid, P. 374, ff.

"MODUS VI VIDDI" , was the "natural outcome of the situation,
the logical development from v/j , t had .^one before."-1- In
summing up the effects he remarked th t. for the first time
since 1899 there had been no active plotting against the es-
tablished government. The sugar and tobacco plantations were
being worked after having been almost abandoned. The govern-
ment, even after fifty- five percent of tiie collections had been
sent to Dew York, had more money for running expenses than it
had had before. The government was relieved from making short
time loans at runious rates of interest. The country was freed
from the meni.ee of forcible seizure by foreign powers. The
arrangement made it possible for the government to negotiate-
for fair terms of liquidation of indebtedness. The civil gov-
ernment had time and money to apply to civil, municipal and
judicial affairs, for improvements of schools, streets and
buildings. One hundred thousand dollars was being deposited to
the credit of the trust fund monthly. Finally, for the time, at
least, Santo Domingo had ceased to be a disturbing international
factor. 2 This report was given after the MODUS ViyiHDI had
been in effect only three months and of course that is too short
a time from w ich to draw many definite conclusions. There were
severe. 1 events aside from Dawson's report which show how strong
a hold the "MODUS VIRIUDI" had taken upon the Dominicans them-
selves even before the end of the first fiscal year.
In December 1905, President llorales because of some
irregularity in office was forced to resign. There was almost
1. Foreign Relations, 1905, P. 378.
2. Foreign I-.elations, 1905, P, 3.79, ff

no fightJ ng, Vice President Caccros was immediately installed
as pro ident, and the administration at once made known its
faith and belief in the MODUS ViVIhDI. Again in 1,^ 1906,
when money was desired for the improvement and building of rail
ways and there was no direct provision mr.de in the temporary
arrangement "by which the money could bo obtained, President
Crceres and Minister Yelasouer. andTejera signified that they
would rather do without the iEiprovements than suspend the
KDDUS VIVTEIDI for a "Guspension of the MODUS VIPJiLOI would
bring about the overthrow of our government* President Caceres
in his DOSsage to congress in February 1906, voiced much the
same opinion. "Peculation and extraordinary military expendi-
tures," he said, "have been the bottomless pits in which the
nation's wealth has disappeared. To chaos has now succeeded
regularity." Minister Velasquez in his annual report for
the year, 1906, wrote to much the same effect. "The items of
revenue
,
* the report read, "during the years, 1905 and 1906,
Speak clearly of the fact that for some time past we have been
living, in public posts, a life of order aiid honesty where but
a few years ago life, with few exceptions, was one of stateless-
ness, dilapidation, cupidity and permanent disgrace for the
republic, being the principal cause, if not the only one, why
our weak state has felt itself more than once trembling on the
brink of the abyss and that for a long time we have found our-
selves without economic autonomy, overweighted by debts, unjust
1. Foreign Relations, 1906, ?. 569.
2. Foreign Relations, 1006, P. 561.
3. Ibid. P. 569.

for the greater part, suffering insults and humiliation. Thanks
to the "MODUS VlylEDI" we have lived tv/o years with relative
ease and have accumulated a respectable amount of money destined
to the payment of said debts.""1"
Mr« Pulli;nm, who succeeded Hr. Colton as general collector
reco'jnized the great changes in the country's condition, "oanto
Domingo", he said, "ha3 been raised in a little more than two
years, from financial chaos and political anarchy to a position
of comparative ease and security, while its commerce has develop-
ed to a marked degree as business conditions have improved with
2the increasing assurance of peace."
That all this was not obtained without effort, is shown
by the difficulties which had to be overcome. At first the
substantial people throughout the island were so discouraged
that, though they did not actively oppose the agreement, still
they did not
:
-ivc it their aid nor were they especially eager
to endeavor to build up the business and commercial interests of
t hs republic. They were simply apathetic. A more active class
consisted of the disappointed politicians who, being out of
office, felt that they would have little chance of returning.
There were also the political revolutionists who made it their
business to c^use trouble for the administration. Besides these
there was a class which while wishing reformation, had some
special privileges which they were unwilling to surrender for
the public good. These various evil influences had to be checked.
1. Foreign delations, 1907, P. 331.
2. Eeport of MODUS VI7IIDI, 1906-1907, p. 5.
3. Foreign Relations, 1907, p. 333.
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That they v/ere being checked is Shown "by tho opinions given
above.

-CHAPTBB IV
THE CONVENTION OP 1907
After the Senate had adjourned In 1905 without ratify-
ing the agreement with Santa Domingo, the state department
immediately began preparing a new treaty which would be accept-
able both to the Dominican Republic and to the United States.
The mcin objects of such- a treaty were practically the same as
they had been before. Briefly they were as follows: first, the
payment of the indebtedness of Santo Domingo; second, the re-
tirement and extinction of certain concessions and monopolies
which had been granted by the government and which were harmful
to the best interests of the country; third, the utilization of
available funds for the construction of railroads, bridges, and
other public improvements."*"
That it was possible to pay off the indebtedness of
Santo Domingo by a careful administration of the customs, was
Shawn by the operation of the "MOPUS VIYIIOI". There still
remained the objection supposed to have been made by the united
States Senate to the former treaty. That is that it approached
2too nearly to a protectorate. To do away with this objectionable
feature the State Departments of both the United States and Santa
Domingo worked, and with very good success.
The Dominican officials with the aid and advice of the
United States arranged for the settlement of all claims against
the government for between fifteen and seventeen million dollars
or at the rate of sbout fifty cents on the dollar. 3 This was
1. Third Annual Report of Receivership p. 25.
2. Cf. Supra, P. 25.
3. Foreign Relations, 1907, p. 354.
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probably a very fair arrangement in as much as most of the loans
#ad, because of the poor financial condition of the country, been
made at much loss than their face value and had drawn exorbitant
rate3 of interest. By the arrangements now made the loans wore
to draw interest from the date of the agreement with the United
States at the rate of five percent. I.:o3t of the important
foreign creditors agreed to these conditions, provided that the
United States would guarantee the payments or would administer
the customs.
After almost two years there negotiations were so far
completed that it was believed that a treaty satisfactory to
all of the interested parties coald be arrange.!. Opposition to the
treaty which had never been strong among foreign creditors v:as
now almost entirely removed. The Dominicans scorned very favor-
able and the United States Senate appeared ready to ratify.
These changes had been brought about largely by the MODUS VJV :;. I
which, while only a temporary arrangement, had demonstrated what
might be accomplished politically, socially, and economically
under a more perfected plan.
It is not surprising, then, that when the convention con-
cluded February 8, 1907, 1 was presented to the respective ratify-
ing bodies, it was soon approved. It is true that there was some
uneasiness in Santa Domingo because of a letter written by
United State3 Senator Eeyburn being published in the Capital, 2
In this letter it was stated that the senator had voted for the
1. Foreign Relations, 1907, P. 503
2. The Independent , Vol. LXII, P. 1054.
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trcaty because in the end it would lead to the annexation of the
republic by the Jnited States. The letter seems to have had very
little if any effect for the treaty was ratified by the Dominican
Congress on L'ay 2. 1 In the meantime the United States Senate had
voted in favor of ratification February 25. The final ratifica-
tions were exchanged at Washington on July 8 and the treaty was
publicly proclaimed by President Koooevelt on July 25.^
The reasons for mailing: the agreement were well stated in
the president's proclomation. First, the Dominican government
had contracted debts amounting to over thirty million dollars
free value. Second, this indebtedness had been increased instead
of decreased thus c* using hardships both to the people and to the
government. Third, a provisional settlement of claims amounting
to over twenty-one millionihad been made for about twelve and a
half million and the remaining unarbitrated claims would bring
the total to about seventeen million. Fourth, a plan had been
formed for floating a loan of twenty million dollars for payment
of these debts and for internal improvements. Fifth, the whole
plan was dependent upon the assistance of the Jnited States.
^
This agreement or treaty is much briefer and simpler than
the one considered in 1905, due largely to the fact that so much
progress had been made in the arbitration of claims. That a
comparison may be made between the two, the treaty of 1907 is
here given* She Dominican Government and the United elates Jovern-
ment have agreed:
1. Foreign Relations, 1907, P. 313.
2. Ibid, .Bulletin of the International Bureau of Am. Republics,
July-Sept. 1908, P. 128.
3. Foreign Relations, 1907, ?. 307 ff
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"I. That the President of the United States shall appoint
a gen ere 1 receiver of Dominican customs, who, v/ith such
assistants receivers and other employees of the receivership
as shall be appointed "by tiie President of tiie United states
in his discretion, shall collect all the customs duties
-accuring at the sever .1 custom houses of the Dominican
Republic until the payment or retirement of any and all bonds
issued by the Dominican Bovernment in accordance with the plar
and under the limitations as to terms and amounts herein-
before recited;'1' and said general receiver shall apply the
sums so collected, as follows:
"First, to paying the expenses of the receivership; second,
to the payment of interest upon said bonds; third, to the
ayment of the annul sums provided for amortisation of said
bonds, including interest upon all bonds held in sinking
fund; fourth, to the purchase and cancellation, or the
retirement and cancellation, pursuant to the terms thereof,
of any of said bonds as may be directed by the Dominican
!
Government; fifth, the remainder to be paid to the Dominican
j
Government.
The method of distributing the current collections of
revenue in order to accomplish the application thereof as
hereinbefore provided shall be as follows;
The expenses of the receivership shall be raid as they
arise. The allowances to the general receiver and his
assistents for the expen es of collecting the revenues shall
1. In the preamble.
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not exceed five percent unless by agreement between the two
Governments. On the first day of each calendar month the sura
of ono-hundred thousand shall be paid over by the receiver
to the fiscal agent of the loan, and the remaining collection
of the last proceeding month shall be paid over to the
Dominincan Government, or applied to the sinking fund for
the purc:..-se or redemption of bonds, as the Dominican Govern-
ment shall direct.
Provided, that in ccse the customs revenues collected by
the general receiver shall in any year exceed the sum of
three million dollars, one half of the surplus above such
sum of three million dollars shall be applied to the sinking
fund for the redemption of bonds.
II. The Dominican Government will provide by law for the pay-
ment of all customs duties to the general receiver and his
assistants and will give them all needful aid and assistance
and full protection to the extent of its powers. The Govern-
ment of the United otates will give to the general receiver
and his assistants such protection as it may find to be
requisite for the performance of their duties.
III. Until the Dominican Republic has paid the whole amount
of the bonds of the doot its public debt shall not be in-
creased except by previous agreement between the Dominican
Government and the United States. A like agreement shall be
necessary to modify the import duties, it being an indispen-
sable condition for the modification of such duties that the
Dominican Executive demonstrate and that the President of the
United otates recognize that, on the basis of exportation
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and importations to the like amount and like character during
the two years preceeding that In which it is desired to make
such nodific tion, the total net custom receipts, would at
Buoh altered rates of duties have been for each of such two
years in excess of the sum of two million dollars United
States gold.
IV. The accounts of the general receiver shall be rendered
monthly to the contaduria general of the Dominican Republic
and to the State Department of the United States and shall
be subject to examination and verification by the appropriate
officers of the Dominican and the United States Governments.
V. This agreement shall take effect after its approval by
the Senate of the United States and the Congress of the
Dominican Republic.
There were several features not included in these articles which
were agreed to but not incorporated in the treaty proper. These
had to do with the urgency of tariff reform and the fact that the
United States should protect the receiver and assistants only in
case the Dominican government was unable to do so.
In compering the treaty of 1907 with the proposed treaty
of 1905 several differences are noticable. Article one, which
was found in the earlier treaty is entirely omitted from the
later treaty. This provided for the adjustment of claims by the
United States. Because so much had already been done in this
direction suoh a provision was unnecessary. The article authoriz-
ing the United States to aid in restoring order and credit is al-
so omitted. The reason for this is probably found in the fact
1. foreign Relations, 1907, P. 308, 309.
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that in the cons iderat ion of the earlier treaty it was interpret-
ed to m 91 n a virtual protectorate.
It was further provided that in case financial arrange-
ments for the proposed floating of bonds were not completed that
tjje article in the "I.:odus Vivindi" 1 covering that point
should remain in effect that is that the receiver general
should continue to deposit the same percentage of collections
as heretofore. This was continued for one year after the
remainder of the agreement had gone into effect.
The original plan in regard to the loan was for the country
to issue "bonds bearing five percent interest, payable in fifty
years and redeemable after ten years at 102^-. The proceeds were
to be applied to immediate payment of the indebtedness, the
remainder to be used for internal improvements or for an emer-
gency fund. In 1906 3enor Ve3asquez, minister of finance and
commerce was given authority to make arrangements for the loan
in the United States. A contract was arranged by Minister
Velosquez with the firm of Xuhn, Loeb and Company of Hew York^
but because of the money stringency of 190V, it was considered
inadvisable to sell the bonds in the open market, it being fea.r-
ed that they would sell for below par. It was then proposed to
dispose of the bonds to the creditors themselves through a fiscal
agent. The proposition was to pay 20$ in cash and the remainder
in 5% bonds at 9Q%p of face value together with accured interest
from august 1, 1907. The bonds were to be payable in fifty
years and redeemable at 102-%-. A sufficient number of creditors
1. Foreign Relations
,
1905, P. 343.
2. Foreign I-.elations, 1907, P. 354.
3. First Report Dominican Receivership, P. 4.
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agreed to thi8 plan to assure it of success. It v/as possible
to pay the 20> because slirhtly more than this amount had already
been deposited in New York as a result of the "liodus Vivindi"
and the first year of the receivership. The Morton Trust Company
of Hew York was made the fiscal agent and was also designated as
the depository of the rece ivership. Kuhn, Loeb and Company
agreed to promote end complete the adjustment and settlement of
the debt and to obtain official quotations for the bonds on the
European stock exchanges.
July 25, 1907, a set of regulations v/as issued by
President Hoosevelt, by which the provisions of the treaty were
to be carried out. The method of appointment and the salaries
of the employers, the rendering of accounts, expenditures and
disbursements, the time and character of reports were all
provided for. Minor regulations were left to t,.e receiver
2
general. nr. Win. Pulliam was appointed general receiver with
] r. James Edmonds as his assistant, the appointments to take
effect August 7, 1907. Besides these citizens of the United
States there were twenty-seven other American employees, con-
sisting of the central office force, the traveling inspectors
and the deputy receivers. There were also Americans employed
in the revenue cutter service nd the frontier guard but these
were not directly connected with the receivership. The regular
Dominican employees were retained in most cases but the Americans
had genera 1 supervision.
The receiver general had the responsibility of overseeing
1. ?irst Annual Keport P.ece ivership , P. 4 f 5.
2. foreign p.elations, 1907, P. 317, 518.
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co^lections, of paying out funds, making reports and such
work. The deputy general receiver assisted the general receiver
and acted in his place if he were not present. The central
office force consisted of bookkeepers, stenographers and ac-
countants. Their duties were similar to those of other office
forces. The travelling inspectors investigated the different
ports, made reports of landings, helped classify merchandise
and did other work of a like nature. The deputy receivers were
stationed at the various ports and attended to the routine
business, sending in reports and being responsible to the general
receiver.
It is interesting to note the change in opinion regard-
ing the proposed treaty of 1905 and the treaty of 1907. To
the former there was much opposition out in the senate it was
along party lines. To the latter there was very little opposi-
tion manifest either in the senate or throughout the country.
The periodicals are almost unanimous in favor of it. ?]ven the
IIATI0I7 which had so bitterly opposed the earlier treaty was in
hearty sympathy with the treaty of 1907 and published an editori-
j
al pointing out the advantages of such an arrangement. This
change of opinion was brought about largely because of the
splendid showing made "by the MODUS VIRI1DI, but also because it
was nor; possible for the United States to act merely as general
receiver of customs instead of assuming a limited protectorate.
1. The Nation. May 25, 1907.

CHAPTER V
REFORMS DURING TEE RECEIVERSHIP
The "Modus Vivindi" had demonstrated that various
changes were necessary in the personnel of the Dominican employe*
in the customs service if the best results were to be obtained.
Accordingly on July 1, 1907, the Dominican government arranged
for a reorganization.^" 'A rearrangement was made so that the
more capable officials superceded those who had hold office
through political influence. Salaries were also readjusted and
in most cases increased. Finally there were changes made in
the designation of employees to bring out the Individuality and
responsibility of the various positions. Thus such terras as
examiner and cashier were used where formerly all were known
by the general ternij clerk. The result was very pleasing as the
personnel was improved ; nd the employees began to take greater
2,interest in their work.
Many reforms have been undertaken during the receivership:
some directly by the receivership, some hy the government at
the instigation of the receivership, some apparently without
having been influenced by the receivership, but still in some
degree due to the new conditions csused by the receivership.
Besides the improvement of the personnel of the custom service
the receivers/. ip endeavored to improve the living quarters of
the American employees, to improve the customs houses, the ports
and harbors, to prevent smuggling by land and sea by the establish
1. The First Annual P.eport of the Dominican Customs Receiver-
ship, ?. 7.
2. Ibid, p. 8.
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ncnt of frontier guard service and revenue cutter service.
Efficiency demanded tlie service of a number of Americans
and these were difficult to retain under conditions existing at
the time of the treaty. There were very few modern conveniences
such as electric lights, telephones and plumbing fixtures, few
amusements for Americans, the market was limited and the food
poorly cooked. It was felt that in the end improvement of
conditions would not only increase the efficiency of the employees
but would be a distinct saving. The first steps taken were for
a co-operative vncs'i where all of the employees might receive
the best which the market afforded and prepared by the best cooks
obtainable. This dining club was established in a building
adjoining the general offices at the capitol and was used by all
the American employees at the central office and the the others
2
when in the city. The servant question gave some trouble at
first, the natives proving both lasy and incompetent, finally
Chinese servants were employed and were found very capable while
5
their wages were comparatively Small,
The results were so satisfactory that further steps were
taken and it was decided to provide permanent quarters* The
plan was to segregate about fifty thousand dollars from the five
percent allowed for cost of collection and with this either to
purchase a building or to construct a new one. A new building
owned by the government would not only give better service but
would cause a distinct saving in rentals and the building could
1. First Annual Peport Dominican Receivership, P. 17, 18.
2. First nnual Report Dominican Receivership, P. 18.
3. First Annual heport Dominican I eceivership, P. 22.
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be used by the government after the receivership had ended.
In June
,
1913, more than sufficient funds for the purpose had
been set aside and plans were formulated for the erection of a
suitable building. A site was purchased and actual construction
begun.
Ilore Important to the commerce of the country, was the
question of ports and harbors. There were several harbors which
with a little care and expenditure would be excellent but which
through neglect had become almost useless except for small
vessels. The harbor at the cJty of Santo Domingo was greatly
improved by the government. The river was dredged and concrete
piers constructed so that before long, large vessels could be
accomodated. Like improvements, though on a smaller scale were
being made at the other harbors. Many of the customs buildings
were very nearly unfit for their particular use and were for the
most part owned by private individuals who charged the govern-
ment exorbitant rentals. 7,'here the old buildings were suitable
they were being purchased by the government and repaired, v/here
they could not be remodelled new ones were either purchased or
erected. At Commendador a new building was erected, impiove-
ments were madi at Puerto Plata and Konte Christi and a new
building was erected for the offices of the receivership at
oanto Domingo. /.II of these improvements were being made by
t .e government but are an indication of the hold taken upon the
people by the receivership,
1. ^ixth Annual Report Dominican receivership, ?. 14.
2. Sixth Annual Report Dominican Receivership, P. 25.
3. :]econd nnual heport ominican hecei vership , I. 16.
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Office fixtures were ae out of date as the buildings.
Typewriters, filing cabinets, safes and adding machines were
almost unknown. These were purchased as tnere v/as need for
them, making possible a greater amount of work with greater
ease. Trucks, scales, metric measures and like equipment were
purchased for the warerooms. Moat of the buildings were fire
traps and without fire-fighting apparatus. Since there were no
waterwork systems, even in the capitol, chemical fire extinguish-
ers were installed and prevented several severe conflagation3.
In line with other reforms the government adopted new
regulations for the ports. There were two special reforms under-
taken: the. lowering of 2 ort dues and the reformation of the
customs courts. The port dues had been very high-sometimes as
much as two dollars per ton»both for imports and exports, natural-
ly this would tend to keep out a considerable amount of merchan-
dise. In 1907 the rate was reduced to fifty cents a ton and
tvo years later to forty cents for imports and twenty cents for
Z
exports. This -as a reasonable charge and aided in increasing
the commerce. The reform of the courts was a more difficult
matter and one of more importance. Heretofore there had been
one court at each port and each court had acted independently.
The officials of the courts were poorly paid and often ineffi-
cient. The courts were reduced to two in numuer, one at oanto
Domingo the other at Puerto Plata while a superior court was
established at the former place. The members were more carefully
1. Fifth Annual Report Dominican Receivership, P. 11.
2. Third Annual Report Dominican P.ecei vership, P. 14.
;i
—
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.
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selected and received a regular salary from the government, no
longer having to accejt fees which they had been accustomed to
collect from the importers. The benefits were soon felt. Com-
plaints about charges and classification were fewer and settle-
ments were quicker and more satisfactory.^"
The new courts also aided materially in reducing the
fraud practiced. Aside from smuggling proper, there were many
questionable practices carried on with the aid or at least the
knowledge of come of the employees. Invoices were forged and
improper classification made thus allowing goods to come in at
low valuations. Dnder the old courts this was selaom detected.
BTlth a stricter watch and the new courts this trouble was large-
ly eliminated.
Smuggling had long been common both by land and sea. On
the sea by small swift vessels which could approach the shore,
unload, and ^et away quickly. On the land smuggling was carried
on along the Eaytian frontier. Most of the Haytian customs
dues were lower than the Dominican, hence it was a paying business
to have merchandise sent to Haytian ports and then smuggled across^
the frontiers. otrenuous measures were taken to break up this
practice. Even during the "Modus Vivindi" a frontier guard was
established, and later strengthened and improved under the re-
ceivership. The members of the guard were Dominicans who were
officered by both Dominicans and Americans. This work was very
hazardous especially during the first few months. Two Americans
1. Third Annual Eeport Dominican Receivership, P. 15.
2. Third Annual Report Dominican Customs Receivership, P. 15.
3. Foreign Relations, 1907, P. 326.

were killed and one -.rounded while several Dominicans met like
fates. ^ The one hundred and fifty miles of frontier was patrolled
by about one hundred mounted and armed men. At Comr.iendador and
HI Fondo , the two frontier posts, combination customs and guard
houses were built. At these houses, deputy receivers were p laced
to attend to the customs collections, and here also the guards
made their headquarters. While the collections at these frontier
posts did not directly pay for the guard service, it was estimat-
ed that a rather large saving was made by the prevention of
smuggling.
"
After the guard had been firmly established, it -was turn-
5
ed over to the government and the work continued to be well done.
The receivers could still summon the guard in case of smuggling
but had no further control over them. In 1911, when the revolu-
tionary action, which finally resulted in the intervention of the
United States, 4 was taking place, the frontier guard was made a
part of the regular army. During this period no seizures were
made, though it is probable th r,t smuggling was being carried on.
A new guard was soon organized and most of the smuggling was
stopped. These guards ..ot only patrolled the frontier but were
useful as messengers, carrying mail between Monte Christi and
3arahona.
1. Ibid, F. 326.
2. Foreign Relations, 1907, P. 335.
5. Second Annual Report Dominican Customs Keceivership, P. 14,
4. Cf. P. 54.
5. Sixth Annual Keport Dominican Customs Kecei vership , P. 17.
I
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To prevent smuggling by sea four cutters were purchased
in the United States at a cost of about seventy five thousand
dollars. These cutters must certainly have soon paid for them-
selves. They patrolled the coast, intercepted smugglers, carried
mails, supplies and messengers from one port to another, and
furnished rapid transportation for both the officials of the
government and of the receivership."1" During the troublous times
of 1911 and 1912 they acted as auxiliaries for t^e government.
They carried many troops and a great amount of supplies during
this period. In all the time they have been in commission not
an accident has happened to a passenger.
During the first few years of the receivership various
reforms v;ere noticeable in the interior condition of the country,
""here plantations had been deserted, they v/ere again occupied
and the naturally good soil began to yield again. r±'his was
indicated as early as 1906 .when increasing prosperity was felt
throughout the republic. There was a greater amount of raw
material marketed than ever before while the consumption in-
creased at the same time. The principal products v/ere sugar,
cacf-o, tobacco, bananas, coffee, hides, wax and dyewoods. 4 The
reasons for the increased production were numerous but they all
depe.id to some extent upon the receivership. In the first place
the government was more stable, the producers felt they had a
ready market, the facilities for getting the produce to market
5
were improved, more employees could be obtained.
1. Third Annual Report horn. Cust. heceivership, p. 19; fourth
Annual Keport, P. 18.
2. Fifth Annual ] eport "on. Cust. heceivership, p. 14.
3. Foreign Relations, 1907, P. 545.
4. Report of "Modus Yirindi. Apr. 1, 1906--: arch 31,1907, P. 23
5. Foreign Relations
t
1907, P> 345. •
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Aftcr the convention of 1907 still greater progress was
made. More permanent improvements could be undertaken, for it
seemed a certainty that the benefits under the "I'.odus .irindi"
would continue under the treaty. A real interest began to be
taken in agricultural developments. Inducements were offered to
planters to increase their yield. Jo better the quality of the
farm products samples of the "oeut cotton seeds, cacao, and tobacco
were distributed among the farmers. * The government established
agricultural experimental stations in which the advantages of
better methods of cultivation and better choice of seeds were
Bhown. It was also demonstrated that many products such as corn,
rice, potatoes, onions and beans, which were imported in large
2quantities, could be raised to advantage on the island.
The mines which had been v/orked to no great extent since
the Spanish occupation have begun to assume new importance.
Quarts and alluvial gold are found in paying quantities in the
central mountain chain, along the Jamina river, and on the
northern coast. Extensive copper deposits are found in various
places. There is some coal and also iron of very good quality
but no great .;eds have been discovered. A large petroleum belt
covering about one hundred and ninety square miles has been ex-
plored. Silver mines remain productive and there are extensive
salt deposits. These mineral resources are now beginning to be
developed and should be a splended source of wealth with the
3introduction of modern machinery.
1. Pan American Union Bulletin, July--:;ec. 1912, I. 835.
2. Second Annual report "on. Gust, heceivership , P. 12
3. Bulletin, International jureau of American Republics
,
July—
Sept. 1908, P. 138.
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In 1910, a department of public works was organized under
the supervision of a British engineer. A splendid boulevard
leading from the city of L>anta Domingo to -an Cristabol was be-
gun in the same year. Improvements wore made in various harbors
and wiiarves. In the provinces of Uecna and honte Christi irriga-
tion schemes have been undertaken on a rather large scale. New
roads into the interior were opened and old ones re aired. 1 In
1908 contracts had been let for four new railroads which were
soon in process of construction. Two of these when completed,
opened up interior districts and connected them with the coast
townSj thus increasing the value of the land. In 1912 contracts
for other lines were let and these lines are now probably in
operation.
Miscellaneous improvements of various kinds have also
been undertaken. Schools have received more careful attention,
—
1
new school buildings opened, higher standards required. In
41912 a School of Arts and Crafts was founded at Lonte Christi.
Contracts for light houses, for improvements of ports, and for
government buildings 7/ere let in 1913. All of these improvements
j
with the spirit of progress which they show are aiding greatly
in the material progress of the country. 3o many undertakings
also revealed the need of laborers and the government has gone to
work systematically to encourage immigration to Santo Domingo.
Agencies have been established in the United States and in
1. Third Annual Report Dom. Gust. F.ecei vership P. 26.
2. Bulletin, International Bureau of American Kepublies, July--
Sept. 19C8, 1. 132.
3. Bulletin of the Pan American Union, Hov. 1913, P. 763, 764.
4. Bulletin of the Pan American Union, July—Dec. 1912, P. 212
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Europe.^" There have been few immigrants so far but many in-
quiries hay* been made by prospective immigrants so that it
seems likely there will soon be a increase in the population
from this source.
In an earlier chapter the political condi lion of the
republic before 1905, has been described. Up to this time there
had been continued outbreaks , no president had been able to
complete his term of office, the prosperity of the country had
been almost destroyed. It was hoped that, when the United
States took over the administration of customs, the chief in-
centive to revolution would be removed and that the country
would prosper politically as veil as economically as it never
had before. This hope seemed about to be realised.
During the operation of the MODUS ¥HBBDI there was but
one disturbance which might becallcd a revolutionary outbreak.
In 1904 when Carlos Morales v/as formally recognized as president
a truce had been arranged with the governor of the province of
Konte Christi : It was felt at the time that this arrangement
was only temporary and that both sides were merely waiting to
recuperate before renewing hostilities. The ill-feeling was
against I'orales personally and though the rebels were defeated
in two small engagements it was believed to be for the best
interests of the country for the president to resign. His letter
of resignation v/as received January 12, 1906. He v/as permitted
to leave the country and was molested in no way. Vice-President
Caceres was immediately sworn in as president and there v/as no
1. fifth Annual Report Don*. Gust. Receivership, P. 20.
2. Chapter II.
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further outbreak. 1 Even in this event, the good results of the
receivership nay be perceived though it is difficult to judge
just hov/ far it nay have aided in the prevention of hostilities,
'..'here a few years before there would doubtless have been a long
and bloody contest there was peace and quiet, the whole country
apparently being united.
The next few years were very peaceful. The reports of
the American I'.inister at Santa Domingo and of the receivership
show the country peaceful and quiet. The newspapers and
periodicals which had before contained many references to the
disturbed conditions contain practically no mention of the
country. In 1907 the general receiver s? oke of the country be-
ing quiet with every indication of remaining so,^ In 1909 the
report was more specific. "Hach succeeding near revolutionary
agitation (for it now hardly amounts to anything else)," writes
the general receiver," that has arisen during the past five years
was of diminishing degree in intensity, showing ths t such mani-
festations are purely spasmodic: the dying gasp of an old order
of things that has practically passed from being a live topic in
this country.
"
3
In 1911 and 191£ we find conditions quite changed. There
were very serious outbreaks in the western provinces and in the
interior. On November 19, 1911, President Caceres was assassinat-
ed. The leaders in the plot were captured and executed. They
seemed to have no connection with a revolutionary party, yet in
1. Foreign relations, 1906, P. 541 ff
2. ' First Annual Report Dom. Oust. Receivership, P. 6
5. Third Annual Report Dom. Gust. Receivership, P. 4.
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a short tine a large part of the country was in arms. The
fighting continued for a little more than a year with varying
results but on the whole it v/as favorable to the government.
In October 1912, a special commission, which had been appointed
by President Taft of the United States to aid in restoring order,
arrived in 3anta Domingo and after three months l&bor succeeded
in having a special session of the Dominican Congress called.
At this session, President Victoria resigned and Archbishop
Ilouel was elected provisional president. It was believed that
he would be able to unite the factious but his administration
proved disappointing and he resigned Llarch 31, 1915. He was
succeeded by Josi Bordas Valdez. 1 After the resignation of
rresident Victoria, the fighting ceased and was not continued
until the present year (1914) when there was another outbreak in
the province of Monti Christi. Demands have been made that the
United States again intervene to put a stop to hostilities but
up to the present no definite action further than protecting
p
foreigners has been undertaken. The whole movement of 1911-
1912 was characterized by a spirit of fair-mindedness and
humanity which had been lacking in former movements of like
extent. There was little destruction of property except that
which is unavoidable in actual war fare. Tfte lives and property
of non-combatants were not molested. Ho attempt was made to
seize the customs houses or to talie charge of the revenue. On
the other hand, when the insurrectionists occupied the ports of
Samana and DaJabon they placed guards aroung the customs houses
1. Sixth Annual I-.eport Dom, Gust. Receivership, P. 28.
2. Chicago 1 ecord-Herald , I T.ay 2, 1914.
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to see that no injury was done. 1
Evidence of the ohanged conditions is found in the
attitude of the people. Formerly, when there was fighting of
any extent, plandations were deserted, business neglected and
many industries abandoned. Juring this revolution however the
great majority of the people continued at their occupations,
p
apparently taking small. interest in the turmoil about them.
These are the conditions but it is impossible to say how great
they v;ere due to the receivership.
1. Fifth Annual heport Dom. Cust. heceivership , P. 34.
2. Ibid.
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CHAPTER VI.
COMMERCE AIID FI1JAUCE
Tariff reform had long been needed in the Dominican
republic and as early as 1096 steps had been taken looking to a
more scientific tariff schedule. Except for a few s light modi-
fications nothing had been accomplished. hhen the protocol of
1905 was up for consideration one of the stipulations made by the
Dominicans was that the United States should aid in drawing up a
more satisfactory tariff. 2 Since that treaty was never- consummat-
ed and since the "Lodus Vivindi" was only a temporary arrange-
ment xOtr.ing of moment v/as accomplished until after the convention
of 1907.
The imperfect tariff laws in effect in 1905 greatly hinder-
ed the systematic working of the r.ODUG VIVINDI. Collections were
delayed or avoided by appeals from the decisions of the receivers i
as to classif ics t ion of merchandise and as to the charges to be
paid. Amy payment exceeding five hundred dollars did not need to
be paid before a period of from ten to thirty days depending upon I
the amount. If the importer then made of jection to the payment
he had the right of appeal to the customs court. This court was
unually very far behind in its work and a delay of several months
Bight ensue before a decision was reached. In the meantime the
importer would have the use both of his capital and merchandise
without extra payment. Of thirty-six decisions made by the
receivership and protected, only one was over-ruled by the court,
indicating that many merchants appealed to the court not that
1. Third Annual 3 erort Dom, Oust. Receivership, P. 9.
2. Foreign Relations, 1905, P. 304.
3. Foreign Relations, 1907, P. 54E.

they believed they had been treated unfairly "but simply that
they might gain time to make their payments. This was remedied
by the reorganisation of the customs court mentioned above. 1
There were three principal objections to the tariff
proper: there were many sections worded vaguely giving occasion
for questions of interpretation; the tariff schedule v/as in the
form of an index without any scientific grouping or classifica-
tion; the rates were in many ccses so exorbitant as to shut out
2
many kinds of desirable merchandise. The mimmiging of these
defects was essential to the best working of the receivership so
that when in 1908 the general receivers was asked by the
Dominican government to aid in drawing up new schedule, he was
very ready to help in an advisory capacity.
A tentative schedule was drawn uy and a complete drrft
submitted to the Dominican congress early in 1909. Because of
the adlvalorem features congress did not greatly favor the schedule
so a new one much more elaborate and specific v/as drawn up by
the receivership. This was adopted by congress and went into
effect January 1, 1910. Care had to be taken that the revenue
would amount to not less than two million dollars since this sum
was imperative if the country were to attain good standing finan-
cially. It had been estimated that under the new schedule the
yield would not decrease more than thirteen percent leaving, on
the basis of the proceeding years, a comfortable margin. Care
was also taken to remove all burdensome import duties upon the
1. Chapter V.
2. Third Annual Report Dom. Cust. Receivership, I. 9
5. Second Annual I eport cm. Cust. Receivership, P. 12.
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prime necessities, '..'eights and measure ments were all based upon
tiie metric system, doing away with the difficulty caused by
useing several different systems. Export duties were removed
from sugar and tobacco and materially reduced on all other
articles. Cacao, the chief dutiable export was reduced fifty
three percent, resulting in a direct annual loss of two hundred
thousand dollars in c.ii, uoms dues.^" It was believed that these
reductions in export duties wou.d stimulate production.
The new tariff was well received b„ the exporters and
importers as well as by the people in general. The effects were
soon evident. Many articles commonly considered necessities
which had been imported in very limited quantities began to show
a decided increase, while at the same time other articles which
had been almost unknown now became more or less common. Among
the former were oils, beef and port products, lard, butter and
cheese; among the lattor, typewriters, electrical appliances,
cash registers and like conveniences. Automobiles of which there
were none before 1910^ were imported to the number of twenty-one
in that year. The trade in structural hardware, paints, and oils
was grea ly stimulated, due partly to the lowered tariff duties
and partly to increased building operations. .The showing made
in increased industrial activity and in revenue were so pleasing
that further modifications were made the next year when export
duties were almost entirely removed.
The results in an administrative way were also very
1. Third Annual Report Dom. Oust. Receivership, P. 10,11,12.
2. Fourth Annual Rep ort Dom« Cust. Receivership, 2?. 24.
5. Pifth^Annual Report Dom. Cust. Receivership, P. 18.
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satisfactory. The specific classif icai ion made possible the
more careful auditing of accounts so that adjustments and re-
funds could be quickly and accurately made. The appointment of
special inspectors at the time the new tariff rates went into
effect also aided materially in the better auditing of accounts
and in the prevention of false invoices. Disputes as to classi-
fication were greatly decreased and what few there were, v/ere
quickly settled. ^ Various minor changes have been made in the
tariff from time to time but it still remains largely the same
today as it was when adopted.
The foreign trade of the Dominican Republic which had
been very nearly in a state of stagnation for a number of years
has increased very rapidly since the inauguration of the receiver-
ship. There are various reasons for this. The government has
been more settled, means of commuxiication and transportation
facilities have been improved, more land has been put under
cultivation, tariff reductions have been made and there has been
a general revival of industrial activity. It would of course be
difficult to estimate just how much influence the receivership
has exerted upon this awakening but it has undoubtedly been great.
In 1905, the year the "Modus Vivindi" went into effect,
the value of the imports amounted to two and three-quarter
millions of dollars while the exports amounted to over sis and
three-quarter million. The value of the imports was greater than
that of any year for which there is a record except 1902 in which
year the value exceeded th=~'t of 1905 by almost half a million.
The value of exports was greater than that of any preceeding year.
1. Third Annual Report "Jom. Oust. Kecei vership, T. 12.
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The principal articles imported v:ere bread stuffs, cotton goods,
iron and steel ware, paints and oils, near-
,
dr.iry products and
rice. The United States furnished alno:.t two million dollars
worth of the imports or about sixty percent. Germany, Great
Britain, Prance and Spain supplied moet of the remainder. The
principal exports were cacao, coffee, sugar, tobacco and bananas.
Host of these products .were sent to the United 3tate3 .vhich re-
ceived four and a half million dollars worth or about seventy
percent. Germany, France and Great Britain taking practically
all of the remainder. 1
The calendar year, 1906, showed an increase of approximate!-
ly one million dollars over the preceeding year, the total amount
of foreign commerce being slightly more than ten and one half
million. This increase was due very largely to the greater value
of imports, the exports showing a decline due to a decrease in
the value of sugar which was the principal article of export.
Cacao, tobacco leaf, coffee, hides and skins nhowed an increase.
The total value of exports was six and a half million dollars -
more than half of which went to the United otates. The imports
amounted to four and a quarter million a net increase of about
forty-nine percent, over the preceeding year. The gain in im-
ports came largely from increased purchases of food supplies and
staple merchandise. Cotton goods and rice made the greatest in-
crease. There was also an advance made in the amount of builders
2hardware purchased.
1. Report of I'.odus Yirendi, ?. 59.
2. Report of Kodus Virendi, P. 59.
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The year 1907 set a new record in all lines of foreign
trade. The total value of imports and exports was more than
twelve and tiiree quarter million dollars, a gain of more than
two million over the preceeding year. The increase was material
both in imports and exports the former amounting to almost five
million and the latter to above seven and three-fourths million.
The United States, as in former years, enjoyed most of the trade
though the percentage of the '-hole was hardly so great. In in-
orts the gain in rice was noticeable and for the first tame
cotton beoame a factor in the e:rports of the country.^"
Though the year 1908 was one of money stringency in many
parts of the world because of the panic of the year oefore, the
foreign trade of cJtJ.ita Domingo again increased, the total amount-
ing to over fourteen million dollars, a gain of more than one
and one half million. The causes are found in increased quantity
and better quality of the exports which were again greatly in
excess of the imports amounting to nine million four hundred
thousand dollars, the imports to four million seven hundred and
sixty thousand. The most noticeable feature is the increase in
value of cacao which made up almost half the exports for the
year. Cocoanuts, bananas, and other tropical fruits also showed
2
gains.
She steady increase shown in previous years was not main-
tained in 1909, the total value being slightly more than a million
and a half dollars less than that of 1908 or about equal to that
of 1907. There are several reasons for the decrease, the principa
1. Bulletin of the International Bureau of American Republics,
P. 128.
2. Dominican Trade Gtatistics, p. 13 and ff.

one being the decline both in yield and value of cacao crop.
Large areas of the plant were destroyed by insects and in other
places heavy reiras decreased the value. Political conditions al-
so entered into the general decrease. The fact that the tariff
schedule had been approved and would go into effect January 1,
caused many to hold their crops to enable then to take advantage
of the reduction in export duties. The decrease in tariff
duties was also the principal reason for the decrease in imports.
The United States showed an increase in the value of trade with
Santa Domingo for this year, while all other nations showed
losses. Sugar was the leading export of Santa Domingo, cotton
and iron and steel goods were the principal imports."'"
The benefits of the new tariff were shown by the increased
commercial activities of 1910 when the values of both exports
and imports were the greatest ever attained. The increase was
due to increased quantity and higher prices. All of the ex-
ports increased except leaf tobacco which suffered a partial
crop failure. Sugar reached its greatest value, cacao increased
over the previous year, but the effects of the blight were still
felt on the yield. Coffee showed a splendid gain and gave evi-
dence of beeomming one of the leading exports. Cotton also began
to be a factor in the foreign trade. In imports there was a
marked gain in almost all manufactured goods. The aggregate
foreign trade for the year was slightly in excess of seventeen
million dollars which represented an increase of four and three-
quarter million over the year before. Almost eleven million
1. Dominican Trade Statistics , 1909, P. 13 ff; Third
Annual Report Dominican Cust. Receivership, P. 27, 28.
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dollars were received for the exports while six and a quarter
million dollars was expended for imports. The United States
showed a remarkable gain famishing fifty-nine percent of the
total imports. The -;ain in exports was even more remarkable,
the United States receiving more than seventy percent of the
total. 1 Y/hat seems a trade anomaly is the fact that Santa Domingo
furnished tropical fruits and other products to Cuba and lorte
Rico while before she had purchased from them.
The record for 1911 is very pleasing in several respects.
The foreign trade amounted to eighteen million dollars, thus
setting a new record. This record was especially pleasing in
view of the fact that there was a great decrease in the sugar
production, showing that the country need not depend upon one
crop for its prosperity. A new export began to be of importance
at this time. Ho lasses which had been thrown away in the refin-
j
ing of sugar was sold at a valuation of over sixty-three thousand
dollars. Cotton increased steadily both in quantity and quality.
Tobacco which had been bringing a lower price than that of
neighboring islands because of poorer qaality and poorer handling
was being improved by experimenting with other seeds and methods
of curing.
*
It was predicted that in 1912 there would be a decrease in
commerce because of the revolutionary movement of that year. In-
stead there was a decided gain of more than one and one third
million in exports and more than a million in imports. The total
1. Fourth Annual Report Dom, Cust. Receivership, p. 26, 27;
Summary of Commerce Dominican Republic, 1910, P. 14. ff.
2. Dominican Trade Statistics, 1911, P. 8, ff.
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trade for the first time reached twenty million dollars and even
exceeded that mark by over six hundred thousand dollars. All
of the more important products showed increases but there were
decreases in the exportation of the minor products such as wax,
dyewood^ , and hardwoods. Iron and steel goods went to first
place among the imports with cotton goods second. The reason for
the remarkable gain made in the purchases of iron and steel goods
is found in the fact that so many improvements were being made
for manufacturing purposes and that power and electric light
plants which required great amounts of machinery, were being
erected.
In reviewing the trade statistics for the years from
1905 to 1913 one cannot but be impressed V the increase in
value of trade and in the improvement of the class of articles
purchased. An awakening of the industrial spirit of the people
is clearly shown.
The real cause for the establishment of the receivership
was not the improvement of the government, the bettering of
industrial conditions, or the reform of the tariff. All of these
were desired, but the real occasion was the necessity of putting
the country upon a sound financial basis. The fiscal condition
of the republic has already been shown: the treasury was empty,
deficits were regular occure ces, the country was practically
bankrupt, foreign creditors were clamoring for settlement.^ It
has been related also how the foreign creditors agreed not to
press their claims when negotiations were begun between the
United States and Santa Domingo, 2 and how agreements as to terms
1. Chapter II
2. Ibid.
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of settlement were finally reached. It is intended now to show
'now far the creditors were justified in placeing their trust in
the United States.
The customs receipts for the year, 1904, that is the year
proceeding the MODUS YIVIh'DI amounted to one million eight
hundred and fifty thousand dollars. This represented almost the
entire income of the government and would seem a very small
amount with which to pay off interest rates, arrearages, payments
on indebtedness and at the same time conduct the affairs of
government. It was evident that greater revenue must be obtained
j
or the United States would be as unable to cope with the situatior
as the Dominicans had been. It was inadvisable to raise the tar-
iff rates for they were, in many eases, already prohibitive.
There must first ,then
f
be a careful administration of the customs
and second there must be a material increase of foreign commerce.
The first was obtained when men of known ability and integrity
were appointed to responsible positions under the receivership.
She second was obtained with stability of government, exploita-
tion and development of the resources of the country, with the
industrial awakening and with the introduction of new cajitol.
Tt'e have related how the foreign commerce increased under these
conditions and we would naturally expect the customs receipts to
increase in proportion.
The customs receipts for trie first year under the "Modus
TIVIKDI amounted to slightly more than two and a half million
dollars, the largest amount of which there is any record. At
1. Report of Modus ViTifldi, April 1, 1900—March 31, 1907. P, 29.
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th is time there had been no change made in the tariff, there had
been few new industries. The increase seemed to he due very
largely to the honest and scientific administration. Of the
amount collected forty-five percent was turned over to the
Dominican government in accordance with the provisions of the
MODUS VIVI1JDI. This surplus amounting to one million, eighty
seven thousand dollars was the largest revenue which the govern-
ment had received. The government was also allowed thiry per-
cent of the export duties to use for internal improvements.
After paying all expenses there still remained about one and a
quarter million dollars which was placed to the cridit of the
trust fund. *
The next year was even more satisfactory, the receipts
increasing more than six hundred thousand dollar
,
the total
int being three million one hundred and eighty t\ousand dollars
The Dominican government received one million, three hundred and
twenty nine thousand dollars, an increase of almost a quarter
million. The amount deposited for fne trust fond v/as also greater
2being one million four hundred and eighteen thousand dollars.
There had still be no change made in the tariff duties. The
government had had no political disturbances and to this fact
and the continued careful administration. must most of the credit
for this, the second
,
year 's splendid showing be given.
The next four months mark the end of the MODUS VIVJiDI,
the convention of 1907 going into effect August 1. The record
for these four months shows a corresponding increase over the
2! heport'of "Llodus Vivindi" April 1, 190$—March 31, 1907,P.52.

sane period for the previous years. The total collections for
the two years and four months amounted to six mi j lion eight
hundred and forty five thousand dollars. Of this amount, two
million ei ght hundred and ninety-six thousand had been paid to
the Dominican government and three million one hundred and fifty
thousand dollars had been deposited in New York, the remainder
was used for defraying the expenses incident to the receivership.
During this time the government had received more money for operat
ing expenses than ever before and had at the same time more than
three million dollars deposited with which to make payments on
the national indebtedness.
The success attained under the MODUS VJVIEL'DI was continued
under the convent: on. The first year under the permanent arrange-
ment the collections amounted to trree million four hundred and
seventy thousand dollars of which the government received one and
a half million an amount in excess of the total revenue before
the MODUS VTRIIJDI went into operation. One million six hundred
and thirty thousand was placed in the Hew York depositary. 2
The second convention year shows the first decrease in
I
collections since the United States took charge. The reasons for
the decrec.se have been stated in the discussion of tariff revision
and commercial statistics. The total collections v/ere three
million three hundred and sixty thousand dollars. In spite of
the decrease in collections the Dominican government received a
larger amount than ever before. The reason for this lay in the
1. Pinal Report of ; odus Vivendi, P. 34, ff.
2. First Annual Report Dom. Oust. Receivership, P. 10.
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different distribution provided by the convention from that
which had been in effect under the MODUS VIBENDJ and during the
first convention year. Under the latter the government received
forty-five percent of the gross collections
,
^ under the former
it was provided that monthly deposits of one hundred thousand
dollars be made for the trust fund, the remainder going to the
Dominican government. It was provided, however, that in case
the collections exceeded three million dollars one half of the
excess should be applied to the sinking fund. 2 This arrangement
had not gone into effect the year before because at that time
final settlement had not been agreed upon with the creidtors thus
necessitating the continuation of the MODUS in this one respect.
The amount received by the government for this year was one
million eight hundred and forty-six thousand dollars while the
trust fond received only one million two hundred and forty
thousand.
The customs collections for the third convention year
showed a still greater decline than had the collections of the
preceeding year. The poor showing is due largely to the decrease
in commerce for the first five months of the convention year.
The new tariff rates went into effect January 1, 1910, and the
next seven months showed an increase over the corresponding
period of the year ^etfore, but the increase was not sufficient
to balance the decrease of the first five months. The total
collections amounted to two million eight hundred and seventy-
1. Forei gn He lat ions
,
1905, P. 345.
2. foreign Relations, 1907, P. 309.
3. Second Annual Pep ort Dom. C'ist. Receivership, P. 5.
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seven thousand dollars, a decrease of almost a half million
dollars compared with the second convention year. The Dominican
government received one million four hundred and eight thousand
dollars from the total receipts while one million two hundred
thousand dollars v:ere deposited in Hew YoxQc.
The next year, which was the fourth convention year, show-
ed a great improvement . in customs receipts. The total collections
amounted to three million four hundred and thirty-three thousand
dollars. This amount represented an increase of nineteen percent
over the proceeding year but lacked several thousand dollars of
reaching the record mark of the first convention year, './hen the
lowering of tariff duties and port dues is considered, the show-
ing is really the best which had been made. A new record was
maue in the receipts from imports. These for the first time,
readied three million dollars. The Dominican government received
more than two million dollars, the largest amount that had ever
been paid over to it. One million two hundred and ninety-six
pthousand dollars was placed to the credit of the trust fund.
Splendid as was the showing of the fourth convention year,
it was surpassed by the fifth, when collections amounted to three
million six hundred and forty-five thousand dollars, a gain of
more than two hundred thousand dollars. It must be remembered
that this was the year of the greatest political activity which
had taken place during the whole receivership. The gain in
revenue wa largely through imports although exports showed a
slight increase. The Dominican government received one million
1. Third Annual report Don. Oust. Receivership, P. 5
2. Fourth Annual report Dom. Cust. Receivership, P. 3.
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nine hundred and sixty thousand dollars, an amount smaller than
the year before when collections v/ere not so great. There were
several reasons for this. The expenses were greater, more money
was in transit to the central office at the close of the fiscal
year, and a larger amount was jffaid into the sinking fund due to
the fact that Santa Domingo had "been forced to made a new loan."*"
The sixth convention year showed a still greater increase
in collections for they reached over four million dollars for the
first time. This is remarkable in several ways. The revolution-
ary action of the previous year extended over into this year.
Ordinarily the plantations and places of business would have been
deserted to a large extent leaving commerce almost at a stand-
still resulting in depression that would have lasted over several
months. This amount is the more remarkable when we consider that
the framers of the convention of 1907 seemed to regard three
million dollar collections as a remote possibility under the
2tariff revision as then proposed. During most of this time,
also, the lands ports were unoccupied causing a decrease in col-
lections not only at those places but also in the sea ports near-
•at them as well, since there was more or less smuggling carried
on thus avoiding the payment revenue which would otherwise have
gone to these ports. The government received one and three
quarter million dollars this year, one million five hundred and
sixty thousand going to the trust fund.
The sixth convention year closed July 31, 1915, since
which time no reports have been available. We must therefore be
1. fifth Annual Report Dom. Oust. Receivership, P. 4.
2. Fifth Annual Report Dom. Gust, receivership, P. 9.
3. 3i::th Annual Report Dom. Cust. Receivership, ?. 6.
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content to give a resume of the collections and disbursements
up to that time. The total collections have amounted to twenty
seven and three quarter million dollars of which sum the Domini-
can government has received thirteen and one quarter million and
t e trust fund eleven million five hundred and sixty-nine thous-
and. * The remainder has "been expended for operating expenses and
for various improvements.
The funds deposited with the fiscal agent in New York are
being used to pay interest ©hi rges and to lessen the indebtedness.
The interest charges alone amount to one million dollars annually.
These charges did not begin until the treaty went into effect
August 1, 1907. The total amount which had been collected up to
that time was applied directly to the amortisation of the debt,
making up the twenty percent, necessary for the acceptance of the
financial arrangement entered into between Santa Domingo and the
, . . 2
credi tors.
In 1908, the bonded indebtedness amounted to tv/enty million
dollars. In the convention of 1907, it was provided that one
hundred thousand dollars be paid monthly to the fiscal agent by
5
the general receiver. It was absolutely necessary that this
amount should be available, for the interest charges alone amount-
ed to one million dollars annually. The remainder of the fund,
or two hundred thousand dollars, was to be used for the reduction
of the principal of the debt. As a matter of fact, the amount
deposited to the credit of the sinking fund has exceeded two
1. Sixth Annual Report Dom. Gust. Receivership, P. 49.
2. Foreign Relations, 1907, p, 308.
5. Ibid, P. 309.
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hundred thousand dollars every calendar year except 1909. Ac a
result, payments have proceeded more rapidly than had been ex-
pected.
The total assets of the sinking fund on August 1, 1913,
v/ere Slightly in excess of two million dollars.^" This amount
represents more tlian one-tonth of the original "bonded indebted-
ness of Santa Domingo,, and it has been collected in five years.
The growth of this sinking fund increases more rapidly every year
because of the increased interest on the sums deposited, hence
we may expect the amortization to be even more rapid than it has
been heretofore. The bonds of Santa Domingo which, a few years
ago, v/ere difficult of dispose of at almost any price were selling
2
at par and even above in 1911. This condition exists in very
few of the Latin-American republics.
In the financial condition of Santa Domingo there is only
one disquieting feature and it promises to become troublesome.
In spite of the fact that the government is receiving more revenue
than ever before it is apparently unable to keep the expenditures
from exceeding the income. Mr. Walter Vick, who in 1915 was
appointed general receiver to succeed llr. Pullian, thinks this
condition can be remedied only by the appointment of a comptrollei
who would have authority for the auditing and approving of all
expenditures. Ho ac t ion along this line has as vet been taken.
1. Sixth Annual Report Dom. Cist. Receivership, ?. 10.
2. Fourth Annual Report Dom. Oust. Receivership, P. 9.
3. Sixth Annual Report Dom. Cust. Receivership, P. 34.
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CHAPTER VII
C0IICLU3I0IJ
In the concluding ciir.pter It is the intention to summarize
the results of the intervention in Santa Domingo by the United
States so thrt it nay be shown whether the objects of the inter-
vention have been achieved and whether or not the United States has
been justified in the steps taken.
It was hoped that one of the results of the intervention
would be the decrease in number and extent of revolutions. In
this respect intervention has not been entirely successful, for at
the present time (Hay, 1914) there is internal strife, almost if
not entirely, as great as before the United States took charge of
the customs. There have been fewer revolutions and the property
and lives of non-combatants have been more secure, so that in
respect to revolutions, intervention has resulted in a partial
success.
It was hoped that the internal condition of the republic
would be improved; that civilization would be advanced; that
modern methods and modern institutions would be introduced. In
this the interventi on has been a success, for there have been new
railroads constructed, telegraph lines and telephone systems ex-
tended, electric light and power plants installed. Schools have
been improved and new ones founded. Wharves, harbors, and govern-
ment and munincipal buildings haye all been improved.
It was intended that the American citizens who held claims
against the Dominican government should^ as a result of the inter-
vent ion, receive the same treatment as that which was accorded to
citizens of European countries. In this the success was undoubted
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since by the terms of the settlements, the citizens of all
countries received equal and inpavtial treatment.
In the prevention of intervention "by European powers, the
result of the treaty of 1907 has been entirely successful, for
there has been no hint at intervention since the ratification of
the convention.
In rehabilitating the finances of the country the inter-
vention has been a success, for the debt is being reduced, the
commerce of the country is Increasing steadily, and the bonds of
the Dominican republic are selling nt ..bout par.
In preventing a violation of the Lonroe doctrine a like
success has resulted. No European power has attempted to over-
throw the government, to blockade the ports, or to acquire, even
temporarily, any Dominican territory.
Bearing all these good results in mind, there is little
wonder that general satisfaction has been expressed, little wonder
that countries like Hayti should desire the United States to take
over their customs collections, little wonder that the periodical
which had not been over-enthusiastic in the beginning, should
suggest similar arrangements for other Latin-American countries
in like conditions.
As to the future it is difficult of judge. The indication
are that Santo Domingo will soon be free of debt, that she will,
if given the opportunity, be prosperous, and that she will for a
long time to come be untroubled by the clamors of creditors. As
to the justification of the United States taking the action she
did, the results speak for themselves. It would be difficult to
imagine any other action that would have been equally successful
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and it is very probable that similar measures will be taken in
other small Latin-American countries when the occasion arises.
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